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When did dating become so complicated? It almost seems that the more options for meeting someone that
there are, the harder it is to actually find the right someone. Surely, something should work. Asking friends to
introduce you to someone is still one of the best ways to find Mr. Your friends know you and should be able to
assess who would be a good fit. Unless they have a nasty sense of humor. Try not to have friends like that.
Could be a waste. Could be money well-spent, if it works. Only single people allowed. Ask invitees to bring
other single friends. This is an informal online social networking site that facilitates offline group meetings of
like-minded people for a range of activities, including dining, bowling, hiking, cooking, biking, etc. Some are
focused on singles, some not. Either way, it could be a way to have some fun while making new friends. I
prefer this to Match. I want to check out eye contact, body language, voice inflection right away, not after 5
emails. This is not an exhaustive list of online dating sites, but these are among the most popular. They all
work pretty much the same. Apparently, one out of five couples have met online. Grouper says 93 percent of
participants want to do another one. Currently, the service is about twice as popular with women. An
OKCupid profile is not required, but it makes it much easier. The name of this app sounds about right to me.
Other Blind Date Apps. These apps set up blind dates for you. All you have to do is just show upâ€¦ and hope
to be pleasantly surprised. Clearly, it can go the other way, as well. Tinder is location-based and identifies
people nearby who the user might know, and connects them if both are interested. I wonder what it all means?
Are we seriously looking for The One, or does having this many options make it harder than ever? How can
you choose just One, when there are so many? I just decided to give online dating a try again and was
particularly taken with HowAboutWe, which gives you the opportunity to post date ideas and to respond to
those that interest you. Even worse, they fail to reply when you respond to their intrigue. There was also a nut
job who sent a highly offensive e-mail and I alerted the service. So to conclude, I agree that too many choices
may be partly to blame. I also think that people are different now and less willing to compromise and do what
it takes to find and sustain a relationship. My parents have been married for almost six decades.
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Lyrics to "The Further You Look, The Less You See" song by The Temptations: Many a man has gone away Many a
man has gone astray Searching for the treasures of a love that's tru.

Ndubuisi Obi Hon Abdulmumin Jibrin, remember him? Last week the Speaker, Hon Yakubu Dogara named
him as the chairman of the House Committee on Land Transport, after a minor reshuffling of standing
committees of the House. However, about one year after, he was removed from his exalted Committee seat.
Apparently incensed by his removal as Appropriations Committee chair, the Kano lawmaker launched an
offensive against the House leadership. Apart from dragging the leadership through the mud for allegedly
padding the Appropriation Act, Jibrin open a can of worms on alleged financial misconduct by the principal
officers and some other members of the House, and watched a relentless media campaigns against them.
Following the adoption of a motion moved by the then chairman of the House Committee on Rules and
Business Hon Emmanuel Orker-Jev, calling for an investigation of alleged breach of the collective privilege of
members of the House, the former Appropriation Committee chairman was referred to the Ethics and
Privileges Committee. In a matter days, the Ethics and Privileges headed by Hon Nicholas Ossai reported back
to the House and delivered a guilty verdict on Jibrin. The House quickly adopted the report and slammed a
legislative day suspension on him on September In addition barred from holding any office in the remaining
part of his tenure, adding that the lawmaker would be be readmitted into the House at expiration of his
suspension, if he tenders an unreserved apology to it. After much shakara, Jibrin, who had challenged his
suspension in court tendered an apology to the Green Chamber and was subsequently re-admitted into the
House, in March this year, after 18 months in the cold. When the former Appropriation Committee chairman
tendered an apology, which in any case Dogara did not read to the House at plenary, I had wondered why the
lawmaker would chicken out in his fight against the House. But with the turn of events, there might just be
more to the whole issue than meets the eyes. A case of the more you look, the less you see. The last week
appointment of Jibrin, as chair of the Land Transport Committee, while the resolution barring him from
holding office in the 8th Assembly still subsists, brings to question once again the worth of House resolutions.
As a matter of fact, before his recent appointment as substantive chairman of a standing committee, the Kano
lawmaker few weeks after his readmission into the House was appointed to head an ad hoc committee to probe
the utilization of funds recovered from late Head of State, General Sani Abacha. The only member, Hon Aliyu
Madaki, who was seemingly going to differ from the majority on the issue, was repeatedly ruled out of order
by the Speaker. It is a big puzzle that after the whole braggadocio by the House, the House abandoned its
resolution. No doubt, there is nothing wrong with the House changing its mind about Jibrin or on any other
issue for that matter. But since the Green chamber adopted a report of its Ethics and Privileges Committee
barring him from holding any office in this session of the assembly, methinks the appropriate thing for the
House to have done was to first rescinded that decision before anything else. A number of times I have
expressed disappointment with the executive arm of government for showing disdain for legislative
resolutions. Even members of the House on several occasions have cried out that they pass resolutions after
resolutions, yet nothing tangible comes from them. How would the executive respect House resolutions, when
the legislature itself has scant regard for its own resolution. Is it not said that charity begins from home? My
take away from the entire issue is that one should not be overly excited when our politicians drag themselves
in the mud over issues. They might just be fighting for their own selfish interest and not for the public good, as
they would want us to believe.
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In a matter days, the Ethics and Privileges headed by Hon Nicholas Ossai reported back to the House and
delivered a guilty verdict on Jibrin. Ndubuisi Obi Hon Abdulmumin Jibrin, remember him? Last week the
Speaker, Hon Yakubu Dogara named him as the chairman of the House Committee on Land Transport, after a
minor reshuffling of standing committees of the House. However, about one year after, he was removed from
his exalted Committee seat. Apparently incensed by his removal as Appropriations Committee chair, the Kano
lawmaker launched an offensive against the House leadership. Apart from dragging the leadership through the
mud for allegedly padding the Appropriation Act, Jibrin open a can of worms on alleged financial misconduct
by the principal officers and some other members of the House, and watched a relentless media campaigns
against them. Following the adoption of a motion moved by the then chairman of the House Committee on
Rules and Business Hon Emmanuel Orker-Jev, calling for an investigation of alleged breach of the collective
privilege of members of the House, the former Appropriation Committee chairman was referred to the Ethics
and Privileges Committee. The House quickly adopted the report and slammed a legislative day suspension on
him on September In addition barred from holding any office in the remaining part of his tenure, adding that
the lawmaker would be be readmitted into the House at expiration of his suspension, if he tenders an
unreserved apology to it. After much shakara, Jibrin, who had challenged his suspension in court tendered an
apology to the Green Chamber and was subsequently re-admitted into the House, in March this year, after 18
months in the cold. When the former Appropriation Committee chairman tendered an apology, which in any
case Dogara did not read to the House at plenary, I had wondered why the lawmaker would chicken out in his
fight against the House. But with the turn of events, there might just be more to the whole issue than meets the
eyes. A case of the more you look, the less you see. The last week appointment of Jibrin, as chair of the Land
Transport Committee, while the resolution barring him from holding office in the 8th Assembly still subsists,
brings to question once again the worth of House resolutions. As a matter of fact, before his recent
appointment as substantive chairman of a standing committee, the Kano lawmaker few weeks after his
readmission into the House was appointed to head an ad hoc committee to probe the utilization of funds
recovered from late Head of State, General Sani Abacha. The only member, Hon Aliyu Madaki, who was
seemingly going to differ from the majority on the issue, was repeatedly ruled out of order by the Speaker. It is
a big puzzle that after the whole braggadocio by the House, the House abandoned its resolution. No doubt,
there is nothing wrong with the House changing its mind about Jibrin or on any other issue for that matter. But
since the Green chamber adopted a report of its Ethics and Privileges Committee barring him from holding
any office in this session of the assembly, methinks the appropriate thing for the House to have done was to
first rescinded that decision before anything else. A number of times I have expressed disappointment with the
executive arm of government for showing disdain for legislative resolutions. Even members of the House on
several occasions have cried out that they pass resolutions after resolutions, yet nothing tangible comes from
them. How would the executive respect House resolutions, when the legislature itself has scant regard for its
own resolution. Is it not said that charity begins from home?
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In a matter days, the Ethics and Privileges headed by Hon Nicholas Ossai reported back to the House and
delivered a guilty verdict on Jibrin. Ndubuisi Obi Hon Abdulmumin Jibrin, remember him? Last week the
Speaker, Hon Yakubu Dogara named him as the chairman of the House Committee on Land Transport, after a
minor reshuffling of standing committees of the House. However, about one year after, he was removed from
his exalted Committee seat. Apparently incensed by his removal as Appropriations Committee chair, the Kano
lawmaker launched an offensive against the House leadership. Apart from dragging the leadership through the
mud for allegedly padding the Appropriation Act, Jibrin open a can of worms on alleged financial misconduct
by the principal officers and some other members of the House, and watched a relentless media campaigns
against them. Following the adoption of a motion moved by the then chairman of the House Committee on
Rules and Business Hon Emmanuel Orker-Jev, calling for an investigation of alleged breach of the collective
privilege of members of the House, the former Appropriation Committee chairman was referred to the Ethics
and Privileges Committee. The House quickly adopted the report and slammed a legislative day suspension on
him on September In addition barred from holding any office in the remaining part of his tenure, adding that
the lawmaker would be be readmitted into the House at expiration of his suspension, if he tenders an
unreserved apology to it. After much shakara, Jibrin, who had challenged his suspension in court tendered an
apology to the Green Chamber and was subsequently re-admitted into the House, in March this year, after 18
months in the cold. When the former Appropriation Committee chairman tendered an apology, which in any
case Dogara did not read to the House at plenary, I had wondered why the lawmaker would chicken out in his
fight against the House. But with the turn of events, there might just be more to the whole issue than meets the
eyes. A case of the more you look, the less you see. The last week appointment of Jibrin, as chair of the Land
Transport Committee, while the resolution barring him from holding office in the 8th Assembly still subsists,
brings to question once again the worth of House resolutions. As a matter of fact, before his recent
appointment as substantive chairman of a standing committee, the Kano lawmaker few weeks after his
readmission into the House was appointed to head an ad hoc committee to probe the utilization of funds
recovered from late Head of State, General Sani Abacha. The only member, Hon Aliyu Madaki, who was
seemingly going to differ from the majority on the issue, was repeatedly ruled out of order by the Speaker. It is
a big puzzle that after the whole braggadocio by the House, the House abandoned its resolution. No doubt,
there is nothing wrong with the House changing its mind about Jibrin or on any other issue for that matter. But
since the Green chamber adopted a report of its Ethics and Privileges Committee barring him from holding
any office in this session of the assembly, methinks the appropriate thing for the House to have done was to
first rescinded that decision before anything else. A number of times I have expressed disappointment with the
executive arm of government for showing disdain for legislative resolutions. Even members of the House on
several occasions have cried out that they pass resolutions after resolutions, yet nothing tangible comes from
them. How would the executive respect House resolutions, when the legislature itself has scant regard for its
own resolution. Is it not said that charity begins from home? My take away from the entire issue is that one
should not be overly excited when our politicians drag themselves in the mud over issues. They might just be
fighting for their own selfish interest and not for the public good, as they would want us to believe.
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The further you look, the less you see. I'm hoping you'll be the treasure for me " This occurred to me as I read yet
another article about the latest "tools" that facilitate finding The One.
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The further you look, You better know that The less you see So I'm hoping you'd be the treasure meant for me.
Oh-oh-oohhh-oh Travel, travelling on Wondering if they've done something wrong.

Chapter 7 : What is the meaning of the phrase "The more you look, the less you see". ? | Yahoo Answers
The Further You Look, The Less You See Lyrics: Many a man has gone away / Many a man has gone astray /
Searching for the treasures of a love that's true / I'm hoping that my treasure can be.

Chapter 8 : Jibrin: The more you look, the less you see â€“ 9jacable
The Further You Look, The Less You See This song is by The Temptations and appears on the album Meet The
Temptations () and on the album Emperors Of Soul ().

Chapter 9 : John Holt - The Further You Look (The Less You See) | ()
The Temptations. The Temptations are an American vocal group known for their success in the 60s and 70s at Motown
Records. The group's repertoire has included, during its five-decade career, R&B, doo-wop, funk, disco, soul, and adult
contemporary music.
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